Don’t delay - DEADLINE is MARCH 8, 2014

The powerful combination of youthful curiosity and college ingenuity

Gain hands-on skills in the CREATE UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER DESIGN EXPERIENCE

Case’s Rising Engineers and Technological Entrepreneurs (CREATE)

Imagine undergraduate students of all levels and all engineering disciplines working together, participating in the real-world engineering design process!

Take advantage of this amazing opportunity.

Look for the Application coming in February 2014
http://bme.case.edu/create/CREATEApplication

CREATE’S Summer Design Experience (SDE) gives students the unique opportunity to:

• work full time on real design projects from companies, hospitals, and professional researchers
• participate in lectures and hands-on tutorials
• learn the concepts, software, and skills to solve design problems
• develop and refine engineering skills
• network with student, faculty members, and other professionals.

The SDE consists of multiple design teams composed of student design engineers and a student design director. Each team will be responsible for managing a project design budget. All participants will receive a stipend to cover expenses for the Summer, plus a little spending money to relax on the weekends.